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Abstract—Exploration requires that robots reason about nu-
merous ways to cover a space in response to dynamically
changing conditions. However, in continuous domains there are
potentially infinitely many options for robots to explore which
can prove computationally challenging. How then should a
robot efficiently optimize and choose exploration strategies to
adopt? In this work, we explore this question through the use
of variational inference to efficiently solve for distributions of
coverage trajectories. Our approach leverages ergodic search
methods to optimize coverage trajectories in continuous time and
space. In order to reason about distributions of trajectories, we
formulate ergodic search as a probabilistic inference problem. We
propose to leverage Stein variational methods to approximate a
posterior distribution over ergodic trajectories through parallel
computation. As a result, it becomes possible to efficiently
optimize distributions of feasible coverage trajectories for which
robots can adapt exploration. We demonstrate that the proposed
Stein variational ergodic search approach facilitates efficient
identification of multiple coverage strategies and show online
adaptation in a model-predictive control formulation. Simulated
and physical experiments demonstrate adaptability and diversity
in exploration strategies online.

I. INTRODUCTION

Effective robotic exploration requires robots to reason about
different ways to explore a space. In the presence of un-
certainty and in unstructured environments, having multi-
ple exploration strategies for robots to quickly choose from
can be advantageous. However, optimizing for multiple ex-
ploratory paths can be computationally challenging, especially
in continuous domains where trajectory solutions are infi-
nite dimensional. Defining the problem of exploration on a
grid [11, 5, 14, 37] can provide the means to enumerate many
coverage paths; however, grid-based methods limit where the
robot can visit in continuous, unstructured environments.

Recent advancements in curiosity- and information- based
exploration have allowed robots to explore vast domains [37,
27, 24, 34, 9]. However, they are often limited to exploring
using one strategy, i.e., an information maximizing strategy. As
a result, exploring becomes myopic where immediate informa-
tion gain is sought after without regard to advantageous states
in the future. Ergodicity-based exploration techniques show
promise in breaking away from myopic strategies by posing
exploration as a coverage problem based on time-averaged tra-
jectory visitation [23, 25]. More specifically, ergodic methods
optimize over where trajectories spend time on average as a
function of the expected measure of information. As a result,
ergodic search methods allow robots to optimize exploratory

Fig. 1. The Stein Variational Ergodic Approach. Robotic exploration
is challenging as there are many ways to effectively explore an area that
robots need to reason about. Calculating all the possible exploration strategies
can be computationally prohibitive, especially when there is no guarantee
that optimized solutions will coverage to a diverse set of strategies. We
propose to solve this problem by posing coverage and exploration as an
inference problem over distributions of trajectories. Our approach leverages
ergodic exploration techniques in conjunction with Stein variational methods
to efficiently optimize diverse exploration strategies in parallel over continuous
domains (see above). Illustrated is a set of 4 exploration strategies optimized
to uniformly explore around the cylinders. The green trajectory indicates the
selected best strategy.

paths in multi-modal search problems [26]. While the literature
has proven ergodic-methods to produce effective exploration
strategies, they only optimize one search strategy at any given
moment, thus limiting how robots can adapt.

Prior work suggests that the non-convex form of ergodic
search methods are capable of identifying multiple optimal
trajectories through variations in initial condition [25]. The
challenge with reasoning about multiple, i.e., distributions, of
trajectories is that the optimization can become computation-
ally prohibitive. Furthermore, there is no guarantee that certain
initial conditions will not converge onto the same ergodic
search strategy which is not ideal, especially in online explo-
ration scenarios where mode collapse on trajectory solutions
can have catastrophic consequences.

Stein variational inference methods show promise in pro-
viding the necessary tools to approximate distributions of
trajectories in a computationally tractable manner [22]. These
methods leverage approximate inference in a non-parametric
manner that 1) empirically estimates complex distributions,
and 2) can do so in a computationally efficient manner through
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parallel computation. Thus, in this work, we propose a novel
formulation of ergodic exploration using Stein variational
gradient decent methods [22] that solves an inference problem
on distributions of trajectories. We find that the spectral
construction of the ergodic metric promotes discovery of
locally optimal solutions which can be leveraged to guide robot
exploration with multiple redundancies. We demonstrate the
efficacy of our approach in simulation and on a physical drone
system that can efficiently and effectively adapt exploration in
cluttered environments. Furthermore, we find that the synergy
between Stein variational methods and ergodic search methods
promotes a diverse range of exploration strategies which can
be acquired in a computationally efficient manner. In summary,
our contributions are

1) A Stein variational ergodic search method for trajectory
optimization and control;

2) Demonstration of diverse exploration strategies in a
computationally efficient manner; and

3) Real-time exploration and adaptation of multiple ergodic
trajectories in dynamic domains.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Sec-
tion §II provides an overview of related work, Section §III-A
introduces the problem of coverage via ergodic search, Sec-
tion §III-B introduces the Stein variational gradient descent,
Section §IV derives the proposed Stein variational ergodic
search approach, and Sections §V, and §VII presents the
results and conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

Coverage and Exploration. Robotic exploration seeks
to guide robots towards unexplored areas within a domain.
Likewise, coverage is concerned with generating paths and
placement of a robot’s sensors such that it covers a bounded
domain [8, 3]. Early solutions to coverage and exploration are
often formulated over discrete grids (defined on continuous
space) and shown to have completeness guarantees through
novel boustrophedon search patterns (which originates the
lawnmower pattern [11]) and the traveling salesperson prob-
lem [4, 19]. Through grids, it is relatively straightforward
to use exhaustive computational techniques to enumerate the
many different, feasible paths a robot can take to explore and
cover an area. Extending these ideas to continuous domains
(which provides infinite spatial resolution for the robot to
traverse) often proves challenging as the number of possible
ways to explore a domain becomes infinite.

Recent methods in reinforcement learning and information-
based methods circumvent the issues with transitioning to
continuous domains by leveraging “curiosity” measures [27, 7]
derived from information theory [10] to encourage explo-
ration. These measures provide a signal which informs a
robot where it is beneficial to visit and have demonstrated
comparability with continuous domains [27, 24]. However,
many of these methods tend to be myopic in nature, only
focusing on immediate information gain, and often limited
to single-mode solutions which can limit the adaptability of
robots in the wild. More recent efforts in ergodicity-based

methods (also referred to as ergodic exploration, coverage,
or search) have demonstrated that it is possible to compute
intricate coverage patterns through a spectral-based metric
over continuous domains [26, 1, 12]. Ergodicity-based meth-
ods generate coverage by minimizing the difference between
the (expected) spatial distribution of information and the time-
averaged spatial distribution of an agent’s trajectory within the
domain [23]. Interestingly, prior work has provided evidence
that suggests ergodic coverage strategies produce optimal ex-
ploration strategies [13]. The spectral, multi-scale composition
of the ergodic metric [31] suggests there exist many solutions
that can be exploited by robots. However, it has yet to be
demonstrated how one can calculate sets of “good”, locally-
optimal ergodic trajectory solutions that a robot can adapt as
its search strategy.

Control as Inference. The introduction of probabilistic
inference to optimal control has enhanced the capabilities
of robots via sample-based methods. Specifically, the non-
convexity of many robot task specifications makes it challeng-
ing for gradient-based methods to find reasonable trajectory
solutions that satisfy a task. Incidentally, this is caused by the
non-convexity of many robotic tasks due to its specification
or the underlying complexity of the interactions, e.g., contact
dynamics. Sample-based methods derived from probabilistic
inference circumvent these issues through zero-order optimiza-
tion, e.g., predictive sampling [15], and model-predictive path
integral (MPPI) [39, 38], that are less sensitive to the non-
convexity of robotic tasks. Add in the significant technological
leap of GPU-based computation, and control as an inference
problem becomes a powerful tool for robotics. However, like
with gradient-based methods, many of the sample-based tech-
niques typically solve for only one locally optimal solution,
ignoring other equally viable ways to solve a task.

Having more than one plan for which robots can switch
between is highly valuable for real-world systems that need
to quickly change strategy. For example, in crowd-based
navigation, certain planned paths often become infeasible due
to the dynamically changing environment. Rather than having
to recalculate a new path, it is more efficient and robust for
a robot to have several paths to choose from [35, 18]. The
recent adoption of optimal transport and variational methods
in optimal control has demonstrated promise is isolating
the many locally optimal solutions for robots to choose
from [20, 18]. These approaches pose trajectory solutions to
non-convex optimal control problems as inference problems
were solutions are approximated as distributions. As a result,
it becomes possible for robots to optimize for many locally
optimal solutions and adapt in real-time. However, most of the
applications have focused on obstacle avoidance and point-to-
point navigation. Exploration and coverage has not yet been
explored primarily due to 1) the difficulty of forming coverage
objectives in continuous domains, and 2) stable convergence
of solutions over long-time horizons.

In this work, we demonstrate it is possible to solve for many
coverage trajectory solutions in continuous space that promote
diverse and robust exploration over long-time horizons by



forming ergodic coverage methods as an inference problem
and leverage second-order Stein variational gradients [18, 22]
to converge on solutions.

III. BACKGROUND AND PRELIMINARIES

A. Ergodic Search

Let us first define a robot’s state space and control space
as X ⊆ Rn and U ⊆ Rm. Next let us define the robot’s state
trajectory x(t) : R+ → X as the solution to the initial value
problem

x(t) = x(0) +

∫ t

0

f(x(τ), u(τ))dτ (1)

where x(0) ∈ X is an initial condition, u(t) : R+ → U
is a control trajectory, and f(x, u) : X × U → TX is the
continuous-time (potentially nonlinear) dynamics of the robot.
We denote

Paths(X ) :=
⋃
T>0

C([0, T ],X ) (2)

as the set of all continuous trajectories defined on arbitrary
finite time intervals. In addition, let us define a bounded do-
main where the robot explores asW = [0, L0]×. . .×[0, Lv−1],
where v ≤ n and Li are the bounds of the workspace. We fix a
map g(x) : X → W that projects state space X to exploration
space W , e.g., a selection matrix g(x) = Sx that isolates and
scales certain states that correspond to exploration.

Definition 1. Time-Averaged Trajectory Statistics. Let m
denote the Lebesgue measure on R+, x(t) : R+ → X be
a trajectory, and g : X → W . For each T ∈ R+, let the
probability measure QT on W that defines the time-averaged
trajectory visitation statistics integrated along time [0, T ] be
defined by

QT (A) :=
1

T
m
(
(g ◦ x)−1(A) ∩ [0, T ]

)
, (3)

where A ⊂ W is a Borel set.

Definition 2. Ergodicity. A trajectory x(t) is ergodic with re-
spect to a Borel probability measure µ on W if QT converges
weakly to µ as T →∞. That is,

lim
T→∞

∫
W
ϕ(w) dQT (w) =

∫
W
ϕ(w) dµ(w) (4)

for all continuous functions ϕ ∈ C(W). In particular, the
trajectory statistics measure can be viewed as an integral of
delta functions, where∫

W
ϕ(w) dQT (w) =

1

T

∫ T

0

ϕ(g ◦ x(t))) dt (5)

which is the common definition in literature [23, 25].

Roughly speaking, a trajectory is ergodic with respect to the
measure µ if it eventually (as T →∞) explores the workspace
in a manner which is commensurate with µ. This is formalized
by requiring the measure QT , which quantifies the proportion
of time the trajectory is contained in subsets A ⊂ W during

the interval [0, T ], to converge to µ. Because W is compact,
weak convergence QT

T→∞−−−−→ µ is defined by

lim
T→∞

∫
W
ϕ(w) dQT (w) =

∫
W
ϕ(w) dµ(w) (6)

for all integrable functions ϕ ∈ C(W). However, since robots
only run for finite time horizons, we must quantify the level
of ergodicity of finite trajectories.

Definition 3. Ergodic Cost Function. Let µ be a probability
measure on W . A µ-ergodic cost function is a function
Eµ : Paths(X ) → R such that for an infinite trajectory
x(t) : R+ → X , if Eµ(x|[0,T ]) → 0 as T → ∞ then x(t)
is ergodic.

To define the ergodic metric for trajectory optimization, we
use spectral methods and construct a metric in the Fourier
space [23, 31, 26].

Definition 4. Spectral Ergodic Cost Function. Let µ be
a probability measure on W . Let Kv ⊂ Nv be the set of
all integer k fundamental frequencies that define the cosine
Fourier basis function

Fk(w) =
1

hk

v−1∏
i=0

cos

(
wikiπ

Li

)
(7)

where hk is a normalizing factor (see [26, 23]). For a finite
trajectory x(t) : [0, T ] → X , let QT be the measure defined
in Eq. (3). The spectral ergodic cost function is defined as

Eµ(x) =
∑
k∈Kv

Λk

(
Qk

T − µk
)2

(8)

=
∑
k∈Kv

Λk

(
1

T

∫ T

0

Fk(g ◦ x(t))dt−
∫
W
Fk(w)dµ(w)

)2

where Qk
T and µk are the kth Fourier decomposition modes

of QT and µ, respectively (using Eq. (5)), and Λk =
(1 + ∥k∥2)−

v+1
2 is a weight coefficient that places higher

importance on lower-frequency modes.

In particular, the spectral ergodic cost function defined for
a probability measure µ forms a metric [23] which is able to
generate coverage trajectories at arbitrary spacial scales [31]
(which we additionally prove in Appendix A-A). This is
advantageous as 1) the metric defines a proper coverage
distances using spectral modes in continuous space; and 2)
specifies infinitely many ways to explore with respect to the
spectral decomposition. Note that while the ergodic metric
forms a non-convex objective in the trajectory space, the non-
convexity specifies many trajectory solutions that robots can
take leverage to improve exploration. The challenge is then
optimizing for the distribution of feasible ergodic trajectory
solutions.

We can formulate an optimization problem over trajecto-
ries x(t) through the ergodic metric. Consider that x(t) is
constrained (either through dynamics (1) or through some



other differential constraints). Then the ergodic trajectory
optimization is given as

min
x(t)∈Paths(X )
u(t)∈U ∀t∈[0,T ]

Eµ(x(t)) (9)

subject to h1(x) = 0 ∀t ∈ [0, T ]

h2(x) ≤ 0 ∀t ∈ [0, T ]

where initial conditions and input trajectory constraints u(t)
can be accounted for in the equality and inequality constraints
h1, h2 , e.g., ẋ = f(x, u) and u ∈ U .

B. Stein Variational Gradient Descent
A powerful method to perform probabilistic inference is

variational inference (VI), where one aims to approximate a
complex target distribution p(x) with a candidate distribution
q(x) from a parameterized family of distributions D. This is
typically achieved by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence,

q∗ = argmin
q∈D

DKL(q||p). (10)

However, finding an appropriate family D which balances
accuracy with tractable computations is often challenging.
Stein variational gradient descent (SVGD) [22] addresses this
issue by providing a nonparametric method to sample from
the target distribution p(x) via kernel methods and gradient
descent.

The Stein variational method is derived by sampling a
collection of points {xi0}Ni=1 using a prior distribution on X ,
and then iteratively updating them by the gradient descent

xir+1 = xir + ϵϕ∗r(x
i
r). (11)

In particular, ϵ > 0 is the step size, and ϕ∗r : X → TX is the
vector field which maximally decreases the KL-divergence at
the rth step (not to be confused with fundamental frequency).

Suppose k : X ×X → R is a positive definite kernel, and H
is its corresponding reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS).
We restrict the vector field to be the function class Hn, and
therefore

ϕ∗r = argmax
ϕ∈Hn

{−∇ϵDKL(q̂r||p) : ∥ϕ∥Hn ≤ 1}, (12)

where q̂r = 1
N

∑N
i=1 δxi

r
denotes the empirical distribution at

step r. Note that if the kernel k is universal, Hn is dense in the
space of continuous functions C(X ,Rn), and does not result
in a loss of generality. Furthermore, from [22], we have an
exact form for ϕ∗r ,

ϕ∗r(·) = Ex∼q̂r−1 [k(x, ·)∇x log p(x) +∇xk(x, ·)] (13)

which can be approximated by samples {xir}Ni=1

ϕ∗r(·) =
1

N

N∑
n=1

k(xir, ·)∇x log p(x
i
r) +∇xk(x

i
r, ·). (14)

Thus, the sampled points converge onto an approximation
of the distribution p. In this work, we leverage the Stein
variational gradients to define and solve for distributions of
ergodic trajectories for robot exploration.

IV. ERGODIC COVERAGE AS INFERENCE

In this section, we pose the problem of computing ergodic
trajectories as an inference problem over a distribution of
paths. We then derive an algorithm for optimizing approximate
distributions on ergodic paths and prove optimality of the pos-
terior distribution of paths in the ergodic coverage inference
problem.

A. The likelihood of ergodicity and Stein variations

In order to explore the landscape of trajectories which
minimize an ergodic cost function, we will formulate the
ergodic search problem in terms of variational inference.
Adapting [18], which formulated motion planning problems
using variational inference, we introduce a binary optimality
criterion O : Paths(X ) → {0, 1}. Suppose µ is a probability
measure on W . Then let use this optimality to encode a µ-
ergodic cost likelihood function Eµ by defining

p(O|x) := exp(−λEµ(x)), (15)

where λ > 0 is a hyperparameter and we simplify the notation
by using O to denote the optimal condition {O = 1}. Given
a prior distribution p on Paths(X ), and a positive definite
kernel k : Paths(X )2 → R on path space, we can use SVGD
to sample from the posterior distribution p(x|O). In particular,
by applying Bayes’ rule, the optimal vector field from Eq. (13)
for a µ-ergodic cost likelihood function Eµ is given by

ϕ∗r = Ex∼q̂r−1
[k(x, ·)(∇x log p(x)−

λ∇xEµ(x)) +∇xk(x, ·)], (16)

where x ∈ Paths(X ) and p(x) is a prior over trajectories.
The main benefit of forming an ergodic trajectory optimization
through Stein variational descent is the ability to optimize
multiple trajectories in parallel.

B. Ergodic Stein variational trajectory optimization

Instead of defining a distribution of infinite-dimensional
trajectories, we discretize the path to facilitate numerical
optimization. Let x = [x0, x1, . . . , xT−1], where xt ∈ X ,
be a collection of points representing a trajectory along a
discrete time horizon T indexed by discrete time t (which
we purposefully overload the notation to keep consistent with
the stated definitions). Note that the definition of paths in
Eq. (2), ergodicity in Def. 1, and as a cost function Def. 4
are now calculated on discrete paths and still hold. Next, let
us define an empirical distribution over N discrete paths x
as q̂ = 1

N

∑N
i=1 δxi . Following Eq. (14), we approximate

p(x) using q̂ where we assign p(x) = N (x̂, σ2) where
x̂ = interp(xinit, xfinal), and σ2 is the variance. Given a
kernel function k(x, ·) on discrete paths X T , the ergodic Stein
variational step is given by

ϕ∗r(·) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

[k(xi
r, ·)(∇x log p(x

i
r)−

λ∇xEµ(xi
r)) +∇xk(x

i
r, ·)] (17)



Algorithm 1: Stein Variational Ergodic Trajectory Opt.
input: measure µ, domain W , map g : X → W , cost
Lµ, prior p(x), kernel k(x, ·), step size ϵ, iteration
r = 0, initial trajectory samples {xi

0}Ni=1, termination
condition γ

while ∥ϕ⋆r(xi
r)∀i∥ ≥ γ or r < max iterations do

for each sample i in parallel do
xi
r+1 ← xi

r + ϵϕ⋆r(x
i
r);

end
r ← r + 1

end
return: {xi

r}Ni=1, argmaxi exp(−λLµ(x
i
r))

where −k(xi
r, ·)λ∇xEµ(xi

r) minimizes the ergodic cost over
the trajectory sample, and k(xi

r, ·) is a repulsive force that
pushes trajectory solutions. We can view the kernel as a
similarity measure between two trajectories x,x′. Specifically,
as x → x′ so does k(x,x′) → 1 and as ∥x − x′∥ → ∞,
k(x,x′)→ 0 (when choosing a radial basis kernel (24)). Thus,
one can measure diversity of a set of particles {xi} using
a kernel by forming a matrix with entries Kij = k(xi,xj),
(where Kii = 1) and computing the determinant of K we can
establish a measure of diversity. In particular, given a set of
trajectories {xi}, det(K) → 0 as xi → xj ∀i, j, i ̸= j and
det(K)→ 1 as ∥xi − xj∥ → ∞ ∀i, j, i ̸= j.

Constraints on the trajectory and additional terms that
shape trajectory solutions can be added by extending the cost
likelihood function in the following form

Lµ(x) = Eµ(x) + ρ(x) + c1h1(x)
2 + c2max(0, h2(x)) (18)

where c1, c2 are positive penalty weights1 that form an inner
product with equality and inequality functions h1, h2, and
ρ : Paths(X ) → R is any additional penalty terms on the
trajectory x. We can rewrite the ergodic Stein variational step
using Lµ as

ϕ∗r(·) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

[k(xi
r, ·)(∇x log p(x

i
r)−

λ∇xLµ(x
i
r)) +∇xk(x

i
r, ·)]. (19)

Selection of trajectories can be done through a heuristic
argmax operation

i⋆ = argmax
i

exp(−λLµ(x
i
r)). (20)

In Alg. 1 we outline the Stein variational ergodic trajectory
optimization algorithm.

C. Ergodic Stein variational control

The ergodic Stein step Eq. (19) acts on discrete points that
represent robot trajectories. We can readily extend this for-
mulation over discrete control inputs u = [u0, u1, . . . , uT−1].

1c1, c2 are chosen arbitrarily, but can be treated as Lagrange multipliers in
an Augmented Lagrange formulation.

Algorithm 2: Stein Variational Ergodic Control
input: initial state x0, time horizon T , measure µ,
domain W , map g : X → W , cost Lµ, prior p(u),
kernel k(u, ·), step size ϵ, prior control samples
{ui

0}Ni=1, termination condition γ
iteration r = 0;
while ∥ϕ⋆r(ui

r)∀i∥ ≥ γ or r < max iterations do
for each sample i in parallel do

ui
r+1 ← ui

r + ϵϕ⋆r(u
i
r);

end
r ← r + 1

end
return: {ui

r}Ni=1, i⋆ = argmaxi exp(−λLµ(u
i
r)) ;

apply ui
⋆

0 to robot;
; /*shift controls */
for each sample i in parallel do

ui0:T−2 ← ui1:T−1;
end
; /*sample state and return to input */

Consider the discrete-time transition dynamics

xt+1 = F (xt, ut), (21)

then, given an initial condition x0, and a sequence of controls
u, x is calculated through recursive application of Eq. (21)
starting from x0. Using this formulation, we can define the
problem over control inputs u where we optimize over p(u|O)
and by an approximate distribution over control sequences q̂ =
1
N

∑N
i=1 δui . We can then optimize strictly over controls by

using a kernel k on discrete control paths UT , where the Stein
variational step is

ϕ∗r(·) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

[k(ui
r, ·)(∇u log p(ui

r)−

λ∇uEµ(xi
r|ui

r, x0)) +∇uk(u
i
r, ·)] (22)

where Eµ(xi
r|ui

r, x0) is the ergodic metric of trajectory x
given initial condition x0 and control sequence u. This form
is useful in adaptive model-predictive control (MPC) where
direct control values are replanned online. As with trajectory
optimization, we can rewrite the Stein step using Eq. (18)
and introduce constraints on the control and trajectory as
needed. In most MPC formulations, after the control trajectory
is optimized, it is common to pass to the robot the first control
value and shift the sequence of controls, i.e., u0:T−2 = u1:T−1

to warm start the optimization. We follow [22] for updating
the controls. We outline the Stein variational ergodic control
in Alg. 2.

D. Kernel design for Ergodic trajectories

Exploration requires reasoning about long time horizons to
promote effective coverage. This poses a problem as Stein vari-
ational methods tend to perform poorly in high-dimensional
problems, e.g., T = 100 for n = 2 results in 200 dimensional



Fig. 2. Stein Ergodic Solutions Converge to Similar Ergodicity. (a) Log
of mean ergodic losses for 50 trajectories optimized by the Stein variational
ergodic search on a uniform µ. Note the tight bound of 2-standard deviation
on the ergodic losses suggests trajectory solutions are close in optimality. (b)
Overlap of 50 ergodic trajectories that provide uniform coverage over the
1m× 1m domain.

Fig. 3. Measured Kernel Ergodic Trajectory Diversity. Illustrated is a
comparison of trajectory diversity using the Stein variation ergodic approach
and the vanilla ergodic trajectory optimization. (a) Ergodic losses for 20
trajectories using the proposed Stein variational ergodic method and the vanilla
ergodic Trajectories. (b) Trajectory diversity measured using the determinant
of the RBF matrix kernel Kij = k(xi,xj), (where Kii = 1 and k is given
by Eq. (24)) with a fixed h = 0.01. The initial sampled trajectories are drawn
from a zero-mean Gaussian distribution with σ2 = 0.01. Values approaching
1 suggest diversity of trajectories (the Kernel matrix is strongly diagonal
with values 1). Smaller values suggest similar trajectories (the Kernel matrix
consists of identical values).

inference problem [40]. The repulsive terms that provide the
diversity in solutions vanishes at higher dimensions (due to
the derivative of the kernel diminishing with respect to its
input). The most common way to effectively deal with the
computational issues is by choosing a kernel of the form

k(x,x′) =
∑
t

k(xt, xt) +
∑

(t,t′)∈G

k(xt, x
′
t) (23)

where G is a graph of connected points separated by time
and k(x,x′) is a sum of positive semi-definite kernels that
leverages the Markov property of state trajectories [18] which
we refer to as a Markov Kernel. As with prior work, a good
choice of kernel is the smooth radial basis function (RBF)

k(x, x′) = exp
(
−∥x− x′∥22/h

)
(24)

where h = med ({x}) / logN is a heuristic that takes the
median of the particles. It is possible to choose the kernel to be
a composition, e.g., a Markov RBF kernel, which we evaluate
the effect of kernels on trajectory diversity in Section §V.

Fig. 4. Effect of Kernel on Ergodic Trajectory Diversity . Trajectories are
optimized to provide uniform coverage over domain. All 50 initial trajectory
particles are initialized as an interpolating function between initial and final
poses additive zero mean noise with σ2 = 0.01. Each (a) Radial basis function
(RBF) kernels produce smooth diverse paths. (b) Using Eq. (23) which relies
on the Markov property of trajectories x(t), uniform ergodic trajectories can
be arbitrarily diverse. (c) Setting the kernel k(xi, xj) = 1 reduces the Stein
ergodic gradient descent to parallel gradient descent on independent trajectory
particles xi. Note that particles collapse on a single ergodic path.

In this work, we leverage the multiscale aspect of ergodicity
and the spectral ergodic metric and define the kernel and tra-
jectories in the workspaceW = [0, L0]×[0, L1], . . .×[0, Lv−1]
where Li can be arbitrarily chosen to satisfy numerical con-
ditioning, e.g., Li = 1, and ∀w ∈ W, w ∈ [0, 1]v . Given
an invertible and linear map g : X → W, g−1 : W → X ,
we can rewrite the trajectories in terms of the composition
w = g ◦ x = [g(x0), . . . , g(xT−1)] which significantly
improves numerical conditioning of the kernel without loss of
generality. Note that if k(x, x′) = 1∀x, x′ ∈ Paths(X ) then
the Stein variational ergodic optimization problem reduces to a
parallel trajectory optimization over random samples {xi}Ni=1.
Other choices can provide better options, but in this work we
only consider the smooth RBF and the Markov RBF kernel.

E. Convergence

The convergence of SVGD has been actively studied,
primarily in the population limit with infinitely many sam-
ples [21, 16, 30]. A non-asymptotic analysis of convergence
was carried out in [16], and finite sample bounds for propa-
gation of chaos have also been considered [33]. We show in
Appendix A-B that SVGD converges in the present setting of
ergodic search by applying [16, Corollary 6].

Theorem 1 (Informal). Given the assumptions in this section
and in the infinite particle limit, SVGD converges, where the
gradient update steps are bounded by

1

r

r∑
i=1

∥ϕ∗i ∥2HTv ≤
KL(p||π)
cϵr

, (25)

where p is a smooth prior distribution and cϵ > 0 is a constant.

Proof: See Appendix A-B for formal proof.
Convergence of SVGD subject to an ergodic metric is

beneficial towards guaranteeing trajectory solutions can be
acquired. In the following section we provide analysis and
empirical results for our proposed approach.



(a) Overlaid Solutions to 
    Stein Variational Ergodic Coverage Problem (b) Separated Solutions (Uniform Coverage)

Fig. 5. The many ways to explore a forest. Here, we demonstrate the many different solutions to uniform exploration of a 100m × 100m forest that
our proposed method produces. (a) Trajectories are optimized through the Stein variational ergodic approach starting from the same initial conditions. (b)
Each solution is shown to be a locally optimal solution to the ergodic metric that provides uniform coverage which can be used for robust environmental
monitoring.

V. RESULTS

In this section, we provide analysis and validation of our
proposed approach. Specifically, we are interested in address-
ing the following:

1) How diverse are Stein variational ergodic trajectories?
2) Do optimized trajectories yield similar ergodic losses?
3) How does the choice of kernel effect solutions?
4) Can the approach handle additional constraints?
5) Can the proposed approach adapt exploration in a real-

time control setting?
Additional information regarding parameters, kernels, assump-
tions, and implementation details are provided in Appendix B.
Multimedia for the results can be found in the supplementary
material.

A. Convergence and Trajectory Diversity

First, we are interested in evaluating whether the proposed
Stein variational ergodic trajectory optimization method con-
verges and provides diverse trajectories. In particular, we are
interested in empirically evaluating how ergodic trajectories
can be under a Stein variational approach. We consider the
case of Alg. 1 in a 2-D planar uniform coverage problem in
a bounded domain (see Fig. 2).

The trajectories are constrained such that each consecutive
time step is regularized (ensuring smoothness of the paths). In
addition, we bound the trajectories within the W = [0, 1]2

domain through a barrier function (see Appendix B). We
evaluate a discrete sample of N = 50 trajectories of length
T = 100 (initialized with a mean trajectory interpolating
from some initial point to a final point on W with additive
zero mean Gaussian noise with variance σ2 = 0.01. We set
µ = 1∀w ∈ W , i.e., a uniform distribution, to specify the
ergodic metric.

Stein Ergodic Trajectory Convergence. As demonstrated
in Fig. 2, the proposed Stein variational ergodic trajectory
optimization converges each of the 50 trajectories towards
a minimum ergodic loss (shown in log form). Interestingly,
the standard deviation of the ergodic losses for the trajectory
remains significantly minimal (where we show 2 standard

a) 3D Coverage with Aircraft Dyn. b) Ortho View of Coverage 

Fig. 6. 3D Diverse Coverage with Aircraft Dynamics. Here, we show that
our proposed Stein ergodic controller (Alg. 2) can take into consideration
nonlinear aircraft dynamics in a 3D search environment with an obstacle.
The underlying distribution represent µ as a bimodal distribution with two
peaks projected on the 2D plane. The spherical obstacle is placed between
the two modes for which the controller has to construct 4 trajectories to
explore around the obstacle while spending most of its time around the two
peaks.

deviation in Fig. 2). Visual inspection of the trajectories in
Fig. 2 demonstrates the diversity in the optimized solutions
which produce uniform coverage over the domain. This result
emphasizes that synergy between the spectral ergodic metric
and the Stein variational gradient descent, offering the ef-
fectiveness of non-parametric optimization in approximating
a posterior p(x|O) over trajectories, and the ergodic metric
producing complex trajectories that facilitates discovery of
many exploration strategies.

Stein Kernel Effect on Ergodic Trajectories. Analyzing the
kernel gives us more insight as to its effect on producing
diverse trajectories. In Fig. 4, we evaluate the proposed ap-
proach in Alg. 1 on three kernels, the RBF kernel (24), the
Markov RBF [18] (23), and a kernel k(xi, xj) = 1 that reduces
the Stein variational gradient to independent parallel gradient
descent on a set of trajectories, i.e., a benchmark on the
canonical vanilla ergodic trajectory optimization. We configure
the problem as we did in the convergence analysis presented
in Fig. 2 where µ is a uniform distribution and the trajectories
(totalling 50) are regularized to be Markovian. Each kernel is



t=0.3s t=2.3s t=2.9s t=5.1s t=8.1s

Fig. 7. Stein Variational Ergodic Model-Predictive Control with Dynamic Obstacles. Here, we demonstrate the adaptiveness of our proposed method in
an online exploration problem with dynamics obstacles. The goal is to visit the dark areas (defining µ) while avoiding the dynamic obstacles (green) which
move based on zero mean, σ = 0.1 normally distributed velocity inputs which is unknown to the controller (only instantaneous position of obstacles are
known). Trajectory planning (total of 12 plans are optimized) is calculated using single-integrator dynamics with control constraints so a drone can track
the inputs. The red line indicates the best possible solution according to our heuristic in Eq. (20), black lines indicate planned path, and blue line indicates
visited areas. The proposed Stein variational ergodic controller optimizes several paths that can be used as redundancies in case plans become infeasible due
the dynamic environment.
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Fig. 8. Stein Variational Ergodic Sensor-based Exploration with Attentive Kernel. Here, we demonstrate our approach can readily integrate sensors
and information measures is this sonar-based mapping task [9]. The target distribution µ is specified by the entropy of the attentive kernel (AK) Gaussian
process model (developed in [9]) as data is collected (dark circles). A total budget of 700 points with an initial 50 provided to initialize model fitting of the
underlying terrain (the N17E073 described in [9]). Sensor location plans (total of 4 plans shown in cyan where the red plan is chosen by a heuristic) are
optimized in receding horizon at a 1 Hz rate for 20s into the future. The sensor location is tracked by a Dubins car dynamical system which commits a
sensor measurement at the magenta point. We compare against the myopic planner used in [9] where red areas have high entropy and blue areas have low
entropy. The Stein variational ergodic approach spreads out the sample points while planning several strategies for maneuvering the sensor location.

optimized until convergence of the ergodic metric (based on
the gradient condition as described in Alg. 1). We find that
the Markov RBF kernel produced significantly more diverse
trajectories than the RBF kernel alone. This is expected as the
Markov RBF kernel repels pair-wise trajectory points where
RBF produces compares whole trajectories (which results
in more regular trajectories). Compared to the base vanilla
ergodic trajectory optimization, the proposed Stein variational
ergodic approach significantly outperforms the benchmark,
generating a diverse set of ergodic trajectories. Under the same
initial conditions, the benchmark ergodic trajectory optimiza-
tion produces the same ergodic trajectory, resulting in mode-
collapse over the posterior and further supporting the need for
the proposed Stein variational ergodic method.

Stein Ergodic Trajectory Diversity. We can see the diversity
of the trajectories more clearly in Fig. 3 where we compare
the Stein variational ergodic approach with the vanilla ergodic

metric. The kernel is given by Eq. (24) with h = 0.01. As seen
in in Fig. 3, both methods converge towards an ergodic tra-
jectory local minima. The Stein variational approach produces
a wider range of local minima (based on standard deviation)
and initially produces worse ergodicity (due to the trajectory
diversification). The initial bump in the Stein variational
ergodic losses are due to the initial trajectory diversification, as
shown in Fig. 3 (b). The diversity measure is calculated using
the determinant of the kernel matrix Kij = k(xi,xj) which
converges on a diverse set of trajectories det(K) = 1. Interest-
ingly, this behavior does not influence the rate of change in the
ergodic loss as both the Stein variational ergodic approach and
the vanilla ergodic trajectory optimization converge onto the
same levels of ergodicity within the same number of iterations.
The trajectories calculated from parallel ergodic trajectory
optimizations (without the repulsive force) collapses onto a
single local minima which results in det(K) = 0 and non-



Fig. 9. Stein Variational Mode Collapse. Here, we demonstrate mode
collapse of Stein variational inference, i.e., when the repulsive force reduces
to zero. (Left) Ergodic trajectories randomly initialized converge to similar
solutions when the repulsive force from Stein variational is set to zero. (Right)
When the repulsive force is non-zero, the trajectory solutions leverage the
multimodal nature of the ergodic metric, yielding diverse solutions. Mode
collapse can occur with increased dimensionality of the optimization variables
which can be mitigated with the right choice of kernel [40].

unique trajectory solutions.

B. Large-Scale and Constrained Exploration

Next, we consider real-world problem scenarios where ex-
ploration occurs in a constrained environment (with obstacles
and dynamic constraints). Our first examples looks at gen-
erating diverse exploratory trajectories in a simulated forest.
The goal is to generate uniform coverage over a larger domain
(100m×100m) and demonstrate the flexibility of the proposed
approach when dealing with arbitrary scales, and introduce
several obstacles representing trees. The trajectories are con-
strained to be Markovian (via a penalty term, see Appendix B)
to match velocity constraints that are feasible for a drone to
follow. The trajectories are solved over seconds to indicate the
larger-scale aspect of the example, and are required to start and
end at the same point (to further emphasize the diversity of
solutions). The trees are represented as disk penalty terms that
encompass the width of the tree (and is known at optimization
time).

Multiscale Coverage in a Forest. As illustrated in Fig. 5
is an example of 4 solutions to the Stein ergodic trajectory
optimization in the cluttered forest environment. Note that the
initial and final positions are same for each trajectory (due
to the cost-terms, see Appendix B), and yet the proposed
approach is capable of generating highly diverse solutions
(with just 4 trajectory samples). In addition, the computation
of the trajectory incurred no additional cost as the function
map g was the only element that was altered (other than the
cost terms). As a result, the trajectories were produced with
relative ease owing to the synergy between the ergodic metric
with Stein variational methods, especially in terms of problem
scale.
Diverse Coverage with Nonlinear Dynamics. We addi-
tionally evaluate our proposed method to generate diverse
coverage with nonlinear robot dynamic constraints (see Fig. 6).
The dynamics of the robot are given by a nonlinear aircraft
model (see Appendix B). The trajectory length is given by
T = 150 with dt = 0.1s and the Markov RBF kernel (23)
was used in this example. We use the Stein variational er-
godic controller (Alg. 2) to produce a distribution of diverse

Fig. 10. Computational Analysis of Stein Variational Ergodic Search.
Here, we show the computational scaling of the Stein variational ergodic
search gradient step as a function of the number of particles N . Note that
with the CPU (AMD Threadripper 3960X), the computational scales linearly.
With GPU computation (NVIDIA RTX 3080) we get constant computational
scaling (between 57 and 66µs). The additional parallelization is afforded
by the spectral composition of ergodic search which further improves GPU
computation.

Fig. 11. Scale Analysis of Stein Variational Ergodic Search. Here, we
show the computational scaling of the Stein variational ergodic search gradient
step as a function the time horizon T and the exploration dimensionality v.
Note that due to the added parallelization, time horizon scales computation
approximately linearly. With increasing exploration dimensionality, computa-
tion increases quadratically (which is common to most ergodic exploration
methods [26, 31]). Both examples are done with the same number of basis
functions per dimensions.

exploratory trajectories that avoids the spherical obstacle in
the middle. The generated trajectories leverage the nonlinear
aircraft dynamics to go around the obstacle and avoid collision
while slowing down around the bimodal peaks to generate
coverage.

C. Online Planning and Adaptive Exploration

Last, we explore the capability of the proposed approach for
online planning and adaptive exploration through the use of the
Stein variational ergodic model-predictive controller (Alg. 1).
In particular, we are interested in leveraging the parallel nature
of the proposed approach for exploration to efficiently compute
exploration strategies in dynamic environments. We evaluate
the proposed controller as a receding-horizon planner, which
recomputes control strategies based on new information, in
a exploration problem with dynamic obstacles. The obstacles
are assumed to be observable after they move (and thus only
their positions are known to the solver). We plan with a fixed
time horizon of T = 20 steps starting from the robot’s current



a) Experimental Validation of Stein Ergodic Trajectories b) Simulated Rendering of Planning Algorithm

Fig. 12. 3D Coverage Drone Experiment. Here, we show experimental validation of the proposed Stein variational ergodic search. The trajectories are
optimized (4 total with T = 50) to be uniformly ergodic in the domain with three obstacles known to the solver. The green trajectory is the most optimal
according to the heuristic (20). (a) Trajectory constraints satisfying the 3D velocity limits are used to produce feasible paths for the Crazyflie 2.1 Drone to
follow. (b) Rendering of Stein variational ergodic trajectory optimization through the three obstacles. Note that the trajectories appear symmetric about the
first obstacle, but are forced to be diverse through the Stein variational kernels which produce unique trajectories.

initial condition and plan using 12 trajectories with an RBF
kernel. The dynamics are given by a single-integrator system
with velocity limits that match the Crazyflie 2.1 drone [29].
The underlying information measure µ is given by a mixture
of 4 Gaussians placed asymmetrically over a bounded 2-D
domain.

Online Planning and Control. In Fig. 7 we demonstrate the
proposed receding-horizon Stein variational ergodic controller.
Illustrated is a time-series snapshot of the controller producing
several paths at various stages that avoids obstacles and
provides alternative routes to explore the high-density areas.
The selected path (in red) is based on the maximum of the cost
likelihood model at the given planning time. As a result, it is
typical that the approach switches between coverage strategies
based on the immediate information obtained form observing
the environment.

Interestingly, we find the proposed control approach is still
able to reason about complex trajectories that visit multiple
modal peaks within a single path. This is an exceptionally ad-
vantageous capability that provide within-trajectory diversity
without resorting to heuristics or sample-based augmentations
e.g., control randomness [39]. This can be seen through
the smoothness of the planned trajectory paths (note in this
example a trajectory smoothness penalty was not used as
the underlying dynamic constraints naturally induce Markov
trajectories). Furthermore the proposed approach visited each
of the modal peaks within a 10s run of the controller, even
when the obstacles cluttered around one another and cut off
certain paths. The proposed controller generates coverage
trajectories around the free space proportional to the utility of
information in that space. In this scenario, the trajectories will
remain in the collision-free space until a path opens, leading
to a fast traversal as the ergodic metric will penalize staying
in the same area for too long.

Sensor-based Exploration. We also demonstrate how

our proposed approach can readily incorporate sensors and
information measures to guide exploration. A sonar-based
mapping problem as described in [9] is used to demonstrate
this added capability. The goal is to map an environment
using a sonar sensor (see [9] Fig. 7). We adopt the Attentive
Kernel (AK) model where we compare against the myopic,
sample-based planner that was used for finding where to
sample data (as described in [9]). The information measure
is defined as the entropy of the Attentive Kernel Gaussian
process and is inserted into the Stein variational MPC as
the utility measure µ. A total of 1000 samples are used to
compute the Fourier transform of µ numerically based on the
attentive kernel model (as done with the myopic planner). The
same experiment settings are maintained where we choose
sample locations based on the exploration path determined
by the Stein variational ergodic approach (with a budget
of 700 data points). Standard Gaussian process metrics are
used to compare the quality of the Gaussian process as a
function of data like, standardized mean square error (SMSE),
mean standardized log loss (MSLL), root-mean-square error
(RMSE), mean negative log-likelihood (MNLL), and mean
absolute error (MAE) as done in [9].

Empirical results for the resulting Gaussian process metrics
are reported in Table I. The results are averaged over 5 runs
of each algorithm subject to the same random seed. Note
that the proposed Stein variational ergodic approach improves
the each metric without explicit fine-tuning to the sensor.
As demonstrated in Fig. 8, the proposed Stein variational
ergodic approach generates several exploration plans that plan
useful data acquisition across multiple high-information peaks.
In contrast, the myopic planner sets goal points based on a
single plan but does not consider the effect collecting the data
may have on the overall information landscape. As a result,
how data points are distributed is significantly different across
methods as our proposed approach spreads out data propor-
tional to the entropy measure rather than densely sampling in



TABLE I
STANDARD GAUSSIAN PROCESS METRICS FOR TRAINING DATA USING

STEIN ERG. AND MYOPIC PLANNERS (LOWER IS BETTER).

SMSE MSLL NLPD RMSE MAE

Stein. Erg. 0.0669 -1.6556 4.0504 16.6373 11.6971
Myopic Plan. 0.0765 -1.6498 4.1785 17.7783 12.2943

only high-entropy areas. It is worth noting that our approach is
not specific to the exact sensor or how we define information.
The only restriction is that we are able to at least sample from
the information distribution to compute the Fourier transform.

Computational Analysis. We additionally analyze the com-
putational time of the proposed method. In Fig. 10, we find that
CPU-based computation (using an AMD Threadripper 3960X)
and acceleration through JAX [6] we get linear computational
scaling with respect to the number of samples (holding the
time horizon T = 100 constant). With GPU-based computa-
tion and JAX (using an NVIDIA RTX 3080) we get constant
scaling (with the worse computation time of 67µs. The in-
crease in computation is as a result of the spectral nature of
the ergodic metric. Specifically, one can additionally distribute
the ergodic metric and gradient computation quite effectively
which further improves the computation time, allowing for
real-time control.

Furthermore, we provide a brief computational complexity
analysis of our methods; in particular for one SVGD step
described in Eq. (19), where we assume the paths x are
valued in an exploration space of dimension v. This Stein
variational step requires the computation of both the kernel
matrix k(xi

r,x
j
r), which has a cost of O((NvT )2), and the

gradient ∇x log p(x
i
r), which requires the computation of N

gradients on an vT -dimensional space. We must also compute
the spectral ergodic cost function, which is common to all
ergodic search methods. For k basis functions in each dimen-
sion, the ergodic cost function from Eq. (8) has a complexity
of O(NTkv). We emphasize that all of these computations
are parallelized in practice, and Fig. (11) demonstrates the
effective parallelized scaling behavior.

D. Experimental Validation

We demonstrate empirical validation of the proposed Stein
variational ergodic search method on a 3D uniform coverage
problem in a crowded domain (see Fig. 12). We solve for
a set of 4 ergodic trajectories (using Alg. 1) at a length of
T = 50 with a time step dt = 0.1s. The coverage problem is
defined over the 3D domain W = [0, 3] × [0, 3] × [0.5, 1.5].
Trajectories are constrained to satisfy feasible drone velocities
according to the specifications of the Crazyflie 2.1 drone [29].
The best trajectory is selected based off the heuristic (20).
The path was tracked using a low-level PID controller We find
close correspondence with the planned trajectories and what
the drone was able to execute in the in a physical experiment.
Furthermore, the diversity in coverage solution can be used to
readily adapt exploration as needed.

VI. LIMITATIONS AND BEST PRACTISES

Mode Collapse. A well-known issue with SVGD is the
reduction of the repulsive force in Eq. (19) as the dimension-
ality of the input space increases. This causes the particles to
concentrate in the modes of the target distribution potentially
diminishing its exploration capabilities and accuracy to capture
long-tail distributions. Fortunately, there are several ways to
deal with high dimensional inputs by exploiting the structure
of our problem. In particular, since we are planning over the
space of trajectories, there is an implicit Markovian assump-
tion over the inference variables. This allow us to construct
structured kernels such as the sum of kernels defined over
subsets of variables that minimize the impact of performing
inferences over long sequences [40]. We demonstrate an
example of mode collapse in Fig. (9) by explicitly setting the
repulsive force in Eq. (19) to zero.
Scaling. We demonstrate in Fig. (11) that the Stein vari-
ational gradient step empirically scales linearly in the time
horizon T due to the added parallelization, despite the O(T 2)
complexity of the kernel matrix evaluation. However, we
empirically observe quadratic scaling with respect to the
scaling dimension v due to the exponential number of basis
functions required in the ergodic cost function (8). This scaling
behavior is inherently a part of the definition of the spectral
cost function and is independent to our primary contribution
of incorporating SVGD into ergodic search. This is a well-
known limitation in the literature [26, 31], and various methods
to address this have recently been studied [2, 32, 36]. Our
Stein methodology is already able to generate multiple diverse
trajectories within these limitations, and we plan to address
these scaling limitations in future work.
Best Practises. We found that the less nonlinear the con-
straints are the easier it was to produce ergodic trajecto-
ries. This is true in most trajectory optimization and model-
predictive control approaches. However, certain aspects and
choices have more influence as a result of the limitations
discussed earlier. For example, longer time horizons can be
optimized and yield non-myopic search strategies with the
appropriate choice of time step dt for the dynamics. Similarly,
one can achieve very poor and myopic search strategies when
the step-size is chosen too small (which is highly dependent
on the time-scale of the dynamics). Prior work on the impact
of integration scheme and step-size has been explored [28]
in isolation and should be referred to for best practises in
choosing an appropriate time step and time horizon.

Another consideration is the number of basis functions used
for computing the ergodic spectrum. The more features that
the underlying information measure µ has, the more beneficial
it is to have a high number of basis functions (see Fig. 8). This
can incur additional computational costs, especially in high-
dimensional exploration tasks. Specialized order reduction
techniques, e.g., [32], can be used to effectively reduce the
required number of basis functions and parallelization can fur-
ther reduce computational overhead. A related consideration
is the step-size of the stein variational gradient. We found



that a step-size ϵ ≤ 0.5 was sufficient for most problems and
varied depending on the problem complexity and numerical
scale, i.e., the more nonlinear the constraints and objective the
smaller ϵ has to be to converge. A line search can be performed
to find the optimal step-size for the specific problem.

VII. CONCLUSION

In summary, we present a novel formulation of cover-
age and exploration as a variational inference problem on
distributions of ergodic trajectories. Efficient computation of
posterior ergodic trajectories was facilitated through Stein
variational inference that provided sufficient parallelization
and approximate inference to make the problem tractable.
We found that the Stein variational gradients were well
suited to being formulated with ergodic metrics as the natural
multiscale aspect of ergodicity produces numerically well-
behaved gradients for trajectory optimization and model-based
control. As an outcome, we proposed two algorithms: 1) for
directly computing distributions of ergodic trajectories; and 2)
for calculating robust online model-predictive controller for
robotic exploration.

We demonstrated empirical evidence that showed our pro-
posed approach generated diverse trajectories that can be used
for exploration and proved convergence of our approach to
optimal ergodic trajectories. Constraints and multiscale imple-
mentations were demonstrated as an advantage of our approach
through several simulated examples. Furthermore, we show
the computational efficiency of our approach through parallel
compute which was further improved by the spectral compo-
sition of computing ergodic trajectories. Physical experiments
on a drone provided additional validation of our approach on
real-world systems for robust and adaptive exploration.
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APPENDIX A
PROOFS

A. Spectral Ergodic Metric

In ergodic theory, ergodicity is typically defined for an
entire dynamical systems on a probability space rather than
pathwise, which is the approach required here. Indeed, suppose
(X ,F , µ) is a probability space and ft : X → X is an ergodic
flow. Then Birkhoff’s Ergodic Theorem in continuous time
(see [17, Section 1.2.2]) states that for any ϕ ∈ L1(µ), time
averages of ϕ converge to space averages of ϕ for µ-almost
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every initial x0 ∈ X ; in other words,

lim
T→∞

1

T

∫ T

0

ϕ(ft(x0))dt =

∫
X
ϕdµ. (26)

However, for an individual path x(t) = ft(x0), there is no
guarantee this holds. In fact, the left hand side may not even
be well-defined since ϕ ∈ L1(µ) is only defined µ-almost
everywhere and the time averaged measure QT from Eq. (3)
may not be absolutely continuous with respect to µ. Thus, we
use an alternative definition, replacing the L1(µ) functions
with continuous functions C(X ) for the pathwise Definition 1.

This pathwise definition generalizes the spectral cost func-
tion, which has previously been used as a measure of pathwise
ergodicity [23, 12].

Theorem 2. Let W = [0, L0] × . . . × [0, Lv−1] ⊂ Rv . The
spectral cost function is an ergodic cost function.

Proof: Here, we view W with periodic boundaries, and
is thus a v-dimensional torus (ie. v copies of the circle S1).
Suppose Eµ is the spectral cost function defined in Eq. (8), and
let x(t) : R+ → X be a trajectory such that Eµ(x|[0,T ])→ 0 as
T → ∞. This implies that the Fourier coefficients converge
Qk

T → µk as T → ∞, and thus the Fourier transforms of
QT converge to the Fourier transform of µ. Finally, by Levy’s
convergence theorem for the torus, QT converges weakly to
µ as T →∞.

B. Convergence of SVGD

In this appendix, we show that the general convergence
results for SVGD from [16] hold in the ergodic search setting.
We consider discretized ergodic search on a bounded state
space X ⊂ Rn and normalized workspace W = [0, 1]v with
T time points. Without loss of generality we set X = [0, 1]n

and thus, we consider SVGD on the space X T = [0, 1]Tn.
We fix a function g : X → X . Moreover, we work in the
population limit of infinitely many initial samples from the
prior distribution.

Let Eµ be the spectral ergodic cost function with respect to a
measure µ onW and p be the prior distribution on X T . Then,
the target distribution we aim to approximate is the posterior
π := p(x|O) ∼ p(O|x)p(x) which has the form

π ∼ exp (−λEµ(x) + log(p(x))) . (27)

The function

V (x) = λEµ(x)− log(p(x)) (28)

is called the potential function in the SVGD literature. Fur-
thermore, suppose k : X T × X T → R is the RBF kernel and
H is its corresponding RKHS.

Convergence of SVGD is framed in terms of the kernel
Stein discrepancy (KSD). In particular, the KSD of a measure
q with respect to the target measure π is

KSDπ(q) := ∥ϕ∗(q)∥2HTn , (29)

where ϕ∗q ∈ HTn (note that X T ⊂ RTn),

ϕ∗(q) = Ex∼q[k(x, ·)(∇x log p(x)−
λ∇xEµ(x)) +∇xk(x, ·)]. (30)

In particular, KSDπ(q) is determined by the norm of the
gradient in the SVGD update step (compare with the finite
particle gradient ϕ∗r in Eq. (16). Here, we define SVGD in the
population limit in the same manner as the finite particle set-
ting. The population gradient at step r is ϕ∗r := ϕ∗(qr), where
the step r measure qr on X T is defined as the pushforward
of qr−1 along the function Ur : X T → X T ,

Ur(x) := x+ ϵϕ∗r−1(x) (31)

with step size ϵ > 0 and initial condition q0 = p.
Furthermore, the SVGD convergence results from [16] rests

on three assumptions on the kernel k, the potential function
V , and moments of the step r measures qr. In particular, there
exist constants B,C,M > 0 such that the following holds.

(A1) ∥k(x, ·)∥H, ∥∇xk(x, ·)∥HTn ≤ B.
(A2) The Hessian HV of the potential function V from

Eq. (28) is well-defined as ∥HV ∥op ≤M .
(A3) For all r, KSDπ(qr) < C.

Theorem 1. (Formal). Let X = [0, 1]n, π = p(x|O) be the
target distribution with potential V from Eq. (28), p be smooth
prior distribution on X T , k be the RBF kernel on X T with
RKHS H. There exists a step size ϵ < S, where S is a constant
which depends on B,C,M such that

1

r

r∑
i=1

KSDπ(qi) ≤
KL(p|π)
cϵr

, (32)

where cϵ is a constant which depends on ϵ,M,B.

Proof: This result is a special case of [16, Corollary 6],
and in order to prove this result, we must show that assump-
tions (A1), (A2), (A3) above hold. First, (A1) holds since the
RBF kernel is differentiable, and X T is a bounded domain.
Next, we note that for a discrete path x = [x0, . . . , xT−1], the
spectral ergodic cost fucntion has the form

Eµ(x) =
∑
k∈Kv

Λk

(
1

T

T−1∑
t=0

Fk(g(xt))−
∫
W
Fk(w)dµ(w)

)2

,

(33)

which is smooth since Fk from Eq. (7) is smooth. Because
the prior p is also smooth, the potential V is smooth, and the
Hessian is well-defined. Furthermore, the Hessian is bounded
since X T is a bounded domain, so (A2) is satisfied. Finally,
since (A1) and (A2) is satisfied, it suffices to show that

sup
r

∫
XT

∥x∥ dqr(x) <∞, (34)

to show (A3), from the discussion in [16, Section 5]. However,
this is satisfied since qr is a probability measure and WT is
a bounded domain, so (A3) is satisfied.



APPENDIX B
IMPLEMENTATION DETAIL & ADDITIONAL RESULTS

Here, we provide additional implementation details for the
experimental results in Section §V. For all methods, the Stein
variational gradient step size is given by ϵ = 0.5 unless
otherwise specified. In addition, the RBF kernel is used in all
examples unless otherwise specified. Convergence condition
is the same for all examples ∥ϕr∥ ≤ 10−3 unless specified.
Convergence and Diversity Results. For all examples we
assume a bounded 2D domain of size W = [0, 1]× [0, 1]. All
trajectories are of length T = 100 with n = 2 and an assumed
dt = 0.1s. The solvers are all optimized until the gradient
direction ∥ϕr∥ ≤ 10−3. The cost function Lµ is given as

Lµ(x) = Eµ(x) + 0.1cW(x) +
∑
t

15∥xt+1 − xt∥22

+0.1∥x0 − xinit∥22 + 0.1∥xT − xfinal∥22
where cW is a cost on staying within the boundaries of
W (0 within the boundaries and proportional square of the
distance outside the boundaries), and xinit and xfinal are the
initial and final state conditions. All initial samples {xi}Ni=1

are drawn from p(x) = N (x̂, σ2) where σ2 = 0.01, and
x̂ = interp(xinit, xfinal). A temperature value λ = 10 was used
for all experiments. The maximum number of basis functions
used was kmax = 8 for all dimensions.
Multiscale Constrained Exploration. This experiment was
done using Alg. 1 subject to a uniform µ in 2D. The function
g(x) would map the trajectory within the 100m × 100m
domain onto a [0, 1] × [0, 1] domain for improved numerical
conditioning. Note that this did not change the underlying
problem as the ergodic metric is defined over the Fourier
spectral domain which can be defined on any periodic domain.
The trajectories are of length T = 100 with a time step of
dt = 1s and a dimension of n = 2. A maximum of kmax = 8
basis functions were used. The cost function is given as

Lµ(x) = Eµ(x) + 0.1cW(x) +
∑
t

15∥xt+1 − xt∥22

+0.1∥x0 − xinit∥22 + 0.1∥xT − xfinal∥22 + 0.01cobs(x)

where cobs(x) is a obstacle constraint given by max(0, ∥x −
xc∥2−r) where r is the radius of the obstacle. The initial and
final positions of the trajectory are specified by the boundaries
of the domain.
3D Constrained Exploration with Nonlinear Dynamics. In
this example the state of the aircraft dynamics are given as x =
[px, py, pz, ψ, ϕ, v]

⊤ where pi is the position in 3D, ϕ, ϕ are
the roll and pitch, and v is the forward velocity of the aircraft.
The control vector is given by u = [u1, u2, u3]

⊤ where the
dynamics is defined as

d

dt


px
py
pz
ψ
ϕ
v

 =


v cos(ϕ) cos(ψ)
v cos(ϕ) sin(ψ)

v sin(ϕ)
u1
u2
u3

 . (35)

The distribution µ is given by a sum of two Gaussians with
equal weights. The space is defined by W = [0, 3] × [0, 3] ×
[0, 3] and g(x) takes the states and returns the position vector
of the aircraft. The obstacle is represented by a distance
penalty function max(0, ∥x− xc∥2 − r) where r is the radius
of the obstacle. Trajectories are of length T = 150. Initial
controls are sampled from p(u) = N (0, σ2) where σ2 = 0.1.
The cost function is given as

Lµ(u) = Eµ(u) + cW(x) +
∑
t

∥pz,t∥22 + 100cobs(x)

and x is computed using xt+1 = F (xt, ut) from the initial
condition. The temperature λ has value 20 and N = 5 samples
are computed. The step size of the Stein variational algorithm
is given as ϵ = 0.1.
Stein Variational Model-Predictive Control. In this example,
we consider coverage over a quad-modal distribution µ which
is composed of 4 Gaussians with equal weights. The domain
is specified overW = [0, 1]×[0, 1] and the dynamics are given
as a single integrator xt+1 = xt+ dtut. The planning horizon
is given as T = 20 with N = 20 trajectory samples. We
run each planning loop for a total of 100 iterations or unless
tolerance was achieved of γ = 10−2. A total of kmax = 10
basis functions are used for each dimension. The 10 obstacles
are randomly placed using a uniform distribution on W and
move according to random velocity directions sampled from a
normal distribution with standard deviation of σ = 0.01 at the
same control rate as the robot (dt = 0.1). The cost function
is given as

Lµ(u) = Eµ(u) + cW(x) + 0.01∥u∥22
+
∑
t

0.001∥xt+1 − xt∥22 + 100cobs(x)

with λ = 10. The initial control prior distribution is given as
p(u) = N (0, σ2 = 0.01).

Sensor-based Exploration. In this example, we consider
coverage over the entropy of a Gaussian process using the
AK attentive kernel as µ. The domain is specified over
W = [−10, 10]× [−10, 10] and the sensor planning dynamics
are given as a single integrator xt+1 = xt+dtut. The trajectory
is tracked using a Dubins car dynamics model with a feedback
controller rate of 10 Hz as done in [9]. The planning horizon is
given as T = 20 with N = 4 trajectory samples. We run each
planning loop for a total of 100 iterations or unless tolerance
was achieved of γ = 10−2. A total of kmax = 20 basis
functions are used for each dimension. Samples are committed
using a sonar sensor model at each 1 Hz rate location. The
cost function is given as

Lµ(u) = Eµ(u) + 0.1cW(x) + 0.001∥u∥22

with λ = 100 and p(u) = N (0, σ2 = 0.01).
3D Coverage using the Crazyflie Drone. This example was
done on a 3D domainW = [0, 3]×[0, 3]×[0.5, 1.5] with µ as a
uniform distribution. Trajectories were calculated using Alg. 1



with cost functional similar to the multiscale forest example

Lµ(x) = Eµ(x) + 0.1cW(x) +
∑
t

15∥xt+1 − xt∥22

+0.1∥x0 − xinit∥22 + 0.1∥xT − xfinal∥22 + 0.01cobs(x).

The trajectory length was given by T = 50 with dt = 0.1s.
The total number of basis functions was given as kmax = 8 for
each dimension (totalling 512 basis functions).

Once trajectories were computed, tracking was done through
the Crazyflie 2.1 API which sends way-point commands as a
specified interval (equal to the trajectory time step). Drone
position tracking was done using two Lighthouse VR trackers
distributed across the domain. The obstacles are defined using
an obstacle penalty function given by max(0, ∥x− xc∥2 − r)
where r is the radius of the obstacle. The planner was given
the positions of the obstacles at planning time. Trajectories
are optimized until convergence. Once trajectories are solved,
each is send to the drone to execute. The one that satisfies the
heuristic in Eq. (20) signals the drone to turn a LED green to
indicate the optimal solution.
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